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Madhumita

Madhumita, a native of Ghatsila in Jharkhand’s Jamshedpur city, got married in
2012 through an acquaintance and settled in West Bengal. But soon after
settling into a new home, my in-laws started making unrealistic demands for
gifts. Initially, the demands were smaller, and my father fulfilled some of them.
However, the number of requests increased with time. The in-laws would taunt
me, pass harsh comments, and mistreat me if their demands were not met.
Later on, my in-laws demanded Rs 1 lakh. “There was no way my father could
arrange that huge amount, and I realised that such demands from my in-laws
would never end.” My husband was also unsupportive. So I blatantly refused. I
was thrown out of the house. “Initially, I thought that I would cope with the
torture and try to convince them over time. But after their extreme steps, I
decided to give up on the relationship and returned home.
Today, I have slowly and steadily rebuilt my life. And it’s not just me who is
thriving as a result — hundreds of tribal women across Jharkhand are also
financially empowered and independent thanks to the entrepreneur’s vision.
An opportunity came knocking around 2014, I visited Jamshedpur and saw
some people selling keyrings made from wood on the roadside. The product
interested me, and I kept thinking about its commercial prospects. I thought of
experimenting and turning it into a business for myself. I reached out to
artisans and convinced them to teach me the art of carving keyrings from
wood.
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Madhumita
By 2015, I had persuaded three tribal women to make handicrafts. The
women in my village were leading a suppressed life as I did, and I felt that if
they became financially independent, they could resist and prevent the
torture I went through. I wanted to make a positive change in their lives.

A year later, in 2016, I launched Pipal Tree, a social enterprise that works on
empowering women from tribal communities via financial independence.
My journey towards establishing and empowering women has helped me
grow in multiple ways. Earlier, people used to question my potential and
doubt my capabilities. But now that I have proven myself, they admire and
respect me. Also, many homemakers who received secondary status in the
family now have a crucial role in making decisions.
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PLANNING-87%
“Every minute you spend in planning saves 10 minutes in execution;
this gives you a 1000% return of energy”
The term “Plan” originates from French, which means a sketch, drawing,
ground plan, plain surface etc. Planning means the act or process of visualising
goals, formulating policies and working towards its implementation. Planning
deals with thinking before doing.
A well-planned job is half-finished. Many people jump first and then think; to
the contrary think before jump. We recently concluded two of our most
ambitious projects – Cf Kamadhenu & Cf Science Parks. The projects were in
totally different geographical locations; involving multiple unknown teams and
impacting thousands of people. The projects were highly appreciated mainly
because of rigorous planning for almost a month.
The learnings from various projects of CAPS foundation with regard to
planning• To know the start to end
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• To save substantial time

•
•
•
•
•

To save unwanted and unnecessary waste of time in unproductive areas
To implement the work in most efficient and effective manner
To provide for unexpected contingencies
To provide for flexibility in implementation of the plan
To get desired/ better results

Plan, Plan & Plan !!! Plan without planning is a waste exercise since
‘ Plan is nothing; Planning is everything’.
Therefore, plan well and implement better.

SPC Message :
“He who fails to plan is planning to fail.”.

Click here for more!
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Dear Mom!
Dear Mom,
The day we opened our eyes,
We saw ourselves in your eyes,
We knew we are beautiful,
Because we saw us in you!
Every step we struggled,
Every step we achieved,
You held us tight and snuggled,
And we never felt so complete!

You let us decide,
You help us stand by,
No matter what the result be,
You let us know you are by our side!
No matter what you went through,
You protected us so we dont go through!
You are the best gift,
Not only to us but to this world!
Can't thank God enough,
For he chose the best'est',
And filled our lives with
So much of you!
Happy Mother's Day
To all our lovely mothers! 🥰
©sukanya_t
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The story of Ramayana has been told innumerable times. The enthralling
story of Rama, the incarnation of God, who slew Ravana, the evil demon of
darkness, is known to every Indian. And in the pages of history, as always, it
is the version told by the victors that lives on. The voice of the vanquished
remains lost in silence. But what if Ravana and his people have a different
story to tell?
The story of Ravanayana has never been told. A story that has been
cherished by the oppressed outcastes of India for 3000 years. Until now, no
Asura has dared to tell the tale. But perhaps the time has come for the dead
and the defeated to speak.
Ravana was born into the lineage of Brahma himself and hence he was a
Brahmin too. Not just by birth but by his knowledge. He was a great devotee
of Lord Shiva. We all know that Sita was daughter of King Janak, and we also
know that she was found from the earth. But other than this truth, there is
another truth, which reveals that Sita was the real daughter of Lanka king
Ravana. This is documented well in the Thai Ramayana. Sita was born to
Ravana, the sages had warned him that his own daughter will become the
reason for his death. Therefore, out of fear, Ravana had abandoned her.
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To his surprise Ravana never knew that Sita was none other than his daughter
who was the reincarnation of Vedavati (Whom Ravana had tried to molest
when she in her previous birth was performing penance to become consort of
Vishnu. She cursed herself to be the destruction of Ravana in her next life and
ended her life as Vedavati) until a sage revealed it to him. Ravana found Sita
with someone who had cut his sister’s nose and hence in her best interest
wanted to get her back to Lanka as a Princess.
Ravana never forcibly took possession of any woman….not even Sita. He was
well aware that the one he brought to Lanka was not Sita but Vedavathi.
Ravana was a brave and valiant warrior too.
For thousands of years, Ravana has been vilified and his death is celebrated
year after year in every corner of India. Why? Was it because he challenged
the gods for the sake of his daughter which any father would do? Was it
because he freed a race from the yoke of caste-based Deva rule? We have all
heard the Victor's tale, the Ramayana now it's time for each of us to also
listen to the tale of the vanquished Ravanayana.
So is the case in our society even now. We hardly listen to the story of the
defeated and all of us want to hear only the victorious stories, it’s time for us
to learn what went wrong from the defeated side than what is right from the
victorious.
Source – Asura (Tale of Vanquished)
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58th Shetty Sir’s Quiz Corner
1. Which of the following documents defines the
scope of company’s activities?
(A) Memorandum of Association
(B) Articles of Association
(C) Prospectus
(D) Statutory declaration
2. First Auditor of a Company is appointed by the–
(A) Shareholders
(B) Central Government
(C) Company Law Board
(D) Board of Directors
3. India has largest deposits of ____ in the world.
(A) gold
(B) copper
(C) mica
(D) None of the above
4. According to which concept all the transactions
are measurable in the terms of money are
recorded in accounts?
(A) Business entity concept
(B) Going concern concept
(C) Money measurement concept
(D) Accounting period concept
5. Which country recently issued a proposal to
ban menthol cigarettes and flavored cigars?
(A) China
(B) India
(C) USA
(D) UK

Click here to give the
answers & suggestions
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1. Book of the month- The Defining Decade: Why Your Twenties Matter and
How to Make the Most of Them Now by Meg Jay
Contemporary culture tells us the twentysomething years don't matter. Clinical
psychologist Dr Meg Jay argues that this could not be further from the truth. In
fact, your twenties are the most defining decade of adulthood.
The Defining Decade weaves the latest science of the twentysomething years
with real-life stories to show us how work, relationships, personality, social
networks, identity and even the brain can change more during this decade
than at any other time in adulthood. Smart, compassionate and constructive,
The Defining Decade is a practical guide to making the most of the years we
cannot afford to miss.

2. Word of the month: Hypnopedia
the act or process of learning during sleep by listening to recordings repeatedly
3. Concept of the month: Internet of Things (IoT)
A promising new technology trend is IoT. Many “things” are now being built
with WiFi connectivity, meaning they can be connected to the Internet—and to
each other. Hence, the Internet of Things, or IoT. The Internet of Things is the
future, and has already enabled devices, home appliances, cars and much
more to be connected to and exchange data over the Internet.
4. Quite Interesting-Famous things
Bharath is known for variety of famous things. So well deserved are the names
given to the cities known for their specialties. All of us know the city of Jaipur
well known as Pink city – all buildings - tall and short painted in nice pink with
the grandeur palaces
Let’s see some other interesting cities of our country with their fascinating
names:
• Sandalwood city – Mysore, Karnataka
• Scotland of India – Coorg, Karnataka
• Deccan queen – Pune, Maharashtra
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Cashew capital of India – Kollam, Kerala
Manchester of South India – Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu
Paris of the East – Pondicherry
Pittsburgh of India – Jamshedpur, Jharkhand
Silver city – Cuttack, Orissa
Land of black diamond – Asansol, West Bengal
Queen of Arabian sea – Kochi, Kerala
Rome of the East – Mangalore, Karnataka
Blue city – Jodhpur, Rajasthan
City of Lakes – Udaipur, Rajasthan
City of Nawabs – Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

5. Gita For Life-Chapter 1 Arjuna Vishaadha Yoga(Verse 27-28)
तान्समीक्ष्य स कौन्तेय: सर्ाा न्बन्धूनर्स्थितान् |
कृपया परयावर्ष्टो वर्षीदविदमब्रर्ीत् |
अर्जान उर्ाच |
दृष्ट्वेमं स्वर्नं कृष्ण यजयजत्जं समजपस्थितम् |||
सीदस्न्त मम गात्रावि मजखं च पररशजष्यवत |
Seeing all his relatives present there, Arjun, the son of Kunti, was overwhelmed
with compassion, and with deep sorrow, spoke the following words.
Arjun said: O Krishna, seeing my own kinsmen arrayed for battle here and
intent on killing each other, my limbs are giving way and my mouth is drying
up.

6. Mankuthimmana Kagga
ಹಳೆಯ ಭಕ್ತಿಶ್ರದ್ೆೆಯಳಿಸಿಹೆ ೋಗಿವೆ ಮಾಸಿ ।ಸುಳಿದಿಲ್ಲವಾವ ಹೆ ಸ ದಶ್ಶನದ ಹೆ ಳಪ ುಂ
॥ಪಳಗಿದದ ಮನೆ ಬಿದದ ಕುುಂಟ ಕುರುಡನ ತೆರದಿ ।ತಳಮಳಿಸುತಿದ್ೆ ಲೆ ೋಕ - ಮುಂಕುತಿಮಮ ॥
All the old faiths and beliefs have faded. No new bright ideas have come by.
The whole world is anxious - just like a blind man with just one leg finding his
home collapse - that home which he was so familiar with. – Mankutimma
7. Inspirational story-Frogs for Dinner
A lady was once heating up a pot of water on a gas stove with the intent of
cooking pasta for her family for dinner. A frog fell into the pot while it was
sitting on the stove. While it wasn’t his intention to be stuck in a pot of water,
he didn’t try to escape. He was comfortable enough as he was.
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The lady soon turned on the flame to begin boiling the water.
As the water’s temperature began to rise, the frog was able to adjust his body
temperature accordingly, so he remained in the pot without trying to do
anything to change the situation.
However, as the water approached its boiling point, the frog’s body
temperature could no longer keep up. He finally tried to jump out of the pot,
but with water temperature continuing to increase, he didn’t have it in him to
make the leap.
It was too late for the frog to save himself.
The Moral:
Things don’t always go as planned in life, and they certainly don’t always go the
way we want them to. But, no matter how bad a situation is, it’s critical to be
proactive and face the problem head-on.
Unlike the frog, who waited until the last minute to try to do anything about
the problem he was clearly facing, it’s important to project the future
outcomes of the obstacles that hinder you and mediate them before they get
past the point of no return.
You have to avoid wasting time and take appropriate action before problems
get out of hand or become too much to handle.
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Wall of Art
.

Mother's love - The strongest armor you can adorn! 🥰
Sukanya T
CAPS Alumni
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Cf-Activities & Wall of Gratitude
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Cf-Amrutha Bharath Contributors
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Thought to be Taught
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Feedbacks
“All topics are very interesting and inspiring and would regret for not
reading the previous infomags.”
-Chetan.C
“Diverse topics are covered—Awesome.”

-Rahul

“Fantastic Initiative—Loved Creativity”

-Hemant

“Very inspiring and insightful. Awesome!”

-Sunil

“Thanks for sharig amazing content-keep it up”

-Mitesh

“The Perfect dose of wisdom and knowledge 👌”

-Prasad Shenoy
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Reach out to us
mail.capsfoundation@gmail.com
www.capsfoundation.in
+91-98866-83697
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